
Term’s & Condition for commission agent 

 

 

Welcome to Happy Home Painter’s Family. 

We are happy to providing you an agent ship through our organization, for that we have some T&C 

please read all those carefully. 

 Agent has to register and Approved by US. 

 Agent has to sign Application form over site and hard copy also. 

 Agent has to Signe new client; we are not including those entire customers who are already 

registered with us. 

 Agent has to appoint a site or new client from his own portal which will provide by US. 

 We will not include entire customer who is apply by our site. 

 Agent will receive his commission in the cash form only. 

 We will not go for any type of advance to our agent. 

 50 % of commission will pay to Agent only after receive 50 % of total contract cost by client. 

 Remaining commission of agent will get only after site completion and receive total cost 

clearance by client. 

 IF appointed agent will found accruing any types of extra commission by client, Right for 

dismantle his agent ship is reserved by HHP. 

 And for that case organization is not liable to pay any single rupees to agent. 

 If permitted agent will give contract to another company or private person, (that is customer 

overlapping) then HHP Reserved right to file a suit against related person in the court. 

 At a time agent will able to work for HHP only if found he is destructing HHP’s Laws and rules 

then HHP reserved right to Remove his Agent ship permanently. 

 At the time of clearance agent has to return those entire asset to organization which was 

given by US. 

 Every agent has to sign minimum single client or site in a month. IF not his agent Ship will 

destruct without intimation automatically by us. 

 Rights to any kind of changes in commission agent policy & commission sharing ratio is 

reserved by HHP, HHP can do this without intimation to Agent. 

Commission Ratio: 

1. Total contract cost bellow 25000, commission is 1000 fixed. 

2. Total Contract cost “between” 26000 to 30000, commission is 1500rs fixed. 

3. Total Contract Cost “between” 31000 to 40000, Commission is 2000 fixed. 

4. Total Contract cost from 41000 to 60000, commission is 2500rs fixed. 

5. Total contract cost from 61000 to 75000, commission is 5 % of total contract cost. 

6. Total contract cost from 76000 to 99000, commission is 7 % of total contract cost. 

7. Total contract cost above lack (100000), commission is 8 % of total contract cost. 

8. IN some cases commission will share as per commitment by us or Agent. 

 

Happy Home Painter – “All Rights reserved” 

 


